RAY-BAN

OUR TRADITION
The best traditions are born when you least expect them. Happy accidents, just too good not to be repeated, again and again and
again. Funny rituals only you and your closest ones understand. Sometimes you can’t even remember how they started, but they bring
us together, year after year.
This holiday season Ray-Ban’s new campaign #OURTRADITION celebrates festive customs a little less ordinary, lived by real people,
year after year. In it, two stories become intertwined in the most unlikely throw of the dice.
The American desert. A gas station. A girl waits outside in a red convertible. She’s joined by her companion, carrying the giant deer.
He’s always with them this time of year. They encounter a family, heading north on vacation, parents with two kids, in a camper van.
But the van breaks down and Christmas hangs in the balance. Until they come together with a spontaneous plan that will spark a
whole new tradition.
Our traditions are the moments we stumble upon and then repeat because we live them together and they unite us.
The three Ray-Ban models worn by our characters are as authentic and attention-grabbing as the campaign itself.

The RB3119M Olympian I Deluxe is original Ray-Ban
style, as good as it gets. With a dynamic wrapped
design, curved ear-to-brow bar and timeless profile
it is a podium star classic.

The RB2219, inspired by a champion style created
for Olympians, has been an icon since 1968. With
super-sleek ear-to-ear metal brow and temples it
gives top-performance style.

The legendary square frames of the RB1973 are
true originals. Their oversized square lenses in an
I-shape stand out, always.

About Ray-Ban:
https://www.ray-ban.com
Facebook.com/RayBan
Twitter.com/ray_ban
Instagram: @rayban
Luxottica Group S.p.A.
Luxottica is a leader in the design, manufacture and distribution of fashion, luxury and sports eyewear. Its portfolio includes proprietary brands such as Ray-Ban, Oakley, Vogue Eyewear,
Persol, Oliver Peoples, Alain Mikli and Arnette as well as licensed brands including Giorgio Armani, Burberry, Bulgari, Chanel, Coach, Dolce&Gabbana, Ferrari, Michael Kors, Prada, Ralph
Lauren, Tiffany & Co., Valentino and Versace. The Group’s global wholesale distribution network covers more than 150 countries and is complemented by an extensive retail network
of approximately 9,100 stores, with LensCrafters and Pearle Vision in North America, OPSM, LensCrafters and Spectacle Hut in Asia-Pacific, GMO and Óticas Carol in Latin America,
Salmoiraghi & Viganò in Italy and Sunglass Hut worldwide. Additional information on the Group is available at www.luxottica.com.

